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SUMMARY 
Most commissioning of software based systems on the railway utilise an existing code base or code that includes 
“proven” algorithms or software principles. The re-use and adaptation of legacy code is seen as cheaper by the 
company and easier by the developer to bring the code “up to date” with modern standards, but is it? 

Generally the approach adopted is to apply the current (new) standard when making changes (the company 
won’t do it just because the standard has changed!) So the quality of the available documentation and the 
significance and extent change must be considered. 

A failure to recognise the significance of these issues can lead to software that does not perform as expected, 
cannot be assured to a SIL and thus can cost a company a significant amount of time, money, resources and 
potentially reputation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

It is said that “There is nothing new under the sun” [2] and that is very true when looking at software based 
systems.  Even the most modern and recent software signalling systems will have their principles, algorithms and 
thus code that has been re-cycled from previous applications.  For the purposes of this document the authors are 
considering primarily “Legacy Software” where Legacy = Software that predates EN50128 (2001 or 2011) [1, 2]. 

The desire to reduce delivery times and reduce project risk by deploying “proven” solutions results in 
programmers with collections of previously developed software at different levels of maturity in the software 
hierarchy, from libraries of functions and software modules to fully integrated products, some configurable by 
data. These are all thus ripe for modification and re-use. 

Also the classification of software development as an instance re-use or as new can sometimes be a matter of 
semantics based on the level of re-use within the development. 

The integration and reuse of primitive software functions can be dealt with by a compiler which undertakes 
checks and implements rules to ensure appropriate and dependable integration with other items. Along with 
increasing levels of rigour in Verification and Validation activities with higher SIL, the compiler is relied upon 
heavily to deliver executable code that works, however whether the functions are what are expected is another 
question as whilst the compiler can check the ‘physical’ interface between modules (number and type of 
arguments), it can’t check that the functional usage of the module is sensible. To do this requires a higher-level 
understanding of how the module is supposed to be used. Formal specifications and proofs could help with this, 
but it is the author’s experience that hardly anyone uses these approaches. 

As the re-use moves to the module level, EN 50128:2011 [2] discusses the use of the modular approach, 
mandated for (SIL 1 to SIL 4), and structured methodologies to ensure that modular partitioning is well defined, 
understood, used and indeed re-used appropriately.  

EN 50128:2011 [2] states “Structured Methods are essentially "thought tools" for systematically perceiving and 
partitioning a problem or system.” 

This recognises that some of the rigour of use of modules, whether previously developed or new, relies on the 
development engineer and the use of a suitable tool and techniques rather than just relying on a trusted compiler 
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to ensure that the module is being used in the manner intended by its developer within any constraints or 
conditions, either stated or latent. 

Thus the context of the intended use of code units and modules is important to its correct function and 
application.  Unless very detailed context and pre-conditions are encoded, or assumptions and conditions 
documented in comments (that are read and understood), alternative contexts and uses (which may have both 
subtle and surprising system effects) can be overlooked. 

This is where the problem starts, unless the original developer is still with the company, or had produced very 
well documented code, the “manner intended” can be very difficult to determine and many software errors 
(whether immediately apparent or latent) occur. 

Additionally, at the highest level, reuse in new operating environments requires engineer-intensive analysis and 
justification that the system is safe to use within a changed operating environment, whether that is software on 
new target hardware or the entire system.  

Then later in the lifecycle, there is more reliance on human effort  and as we all know humans are prone to error. 

2 ISSUES 

There are several issues that need to be considered when reusing software that has not previously been through 
the rigour demanded by the EN50128 software standard and these will be discussed in more detail through this 
paper.  It should be noted that this has been recognised by the software community and there is now the 
following standard “IEC/TS 61508-3-1 Ed. 1.0 Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic 
safety related systems - Part 3-1: Software requirements [3] - Reuse of pre-existing software elements to 
implement all or part of a safety function” which is a committee draft and out for comment, with a forecast date for 
publication predicted to be 2016. 

2.1 Why do it? 

Prior to looking at the issues in more detail, it should also be considered that no company will retrospectively 
apply EN50128 to software just for “the hell of it”. It is generally associated with a new application resulting in the 
change of the functionality and when there is a requirement that the “new” software has to meet the application of 
the current standards if it is to be accepted by a railway organisation. This brings some key risks: 

 Changing the software may introduce new errors into code; 

 Re-used code may fail because the original constraints are not understood; 

 Applying new verification and validation techniques to old code may reveal latent issues. 

2.2 Consideration of Risk (1)  

A good guide to considering the risk of a change (and this applies to any change, not just software) is through 
use of the Significance evaluation criteria from the Common Safety Method management Regulations that 
requires the project to consider: 

Failure consequence: credible worst-case scenario in the event of failure of the system under 
assessment, taking into account the existence of safety barriers outside the system;  

Novelty: used in implementing the change: this concerns both what is innovative in the railway sector, 
and what is new just for the organisation implementing the change;   

Complexity of the change: This is hard to define specifically for software but one of the most important 
factors is the level of the modularity of the change and how that reflects on the ability to validate the 
change appropriately. 

Monitoring: The ability (or inability) to monitor the implemented change throughout the system life-cycle 
and take appropriate interventions. 

Reversibility: the inability to revert to the system before the change. 
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Additionality: an assessment of the significance of the change taking into account all recent safety-
related modifications to the system under assessment and which were not judged as significant – in 
other words, you can’t try and make one big change by keeping it under the radar as lots of little 
changes!  

The above criteria are taken from the “Common Safety Method for risk evaluation and assessment - Guidance on 
the application of Commission Regulation (EU)” 402/2013 March 2015 [4] 

2.3 Consideration of Risk (2) 

An alternative way to consider risk is in the table below that uses Lines of Code changed and baseline standards 
as a way of roughly determining the risk of the change.  This can of course be deceptive as I have been involved 
in one project that changed a significant number of modules, yet the risk was actually very low!  A third 
dimension to this table is of course SIL and the effort/risk required reflects the recent changes in the EN50128 
[1,2] standards for SIL 0 software. 

The following table considers at a very macro level the factors that affect the risk of introducing an error into 
software when making a change.  It also subjectively rates the effort involved in making that change (A, B, C or 
D) where A is Trivial effort, B is Minor effort, C is a Major effort and D requires is Significant effort. The following 
are considered by the authors to be the key issues: 

 How much change? 

 What original SIL? (if specified); and 

 What was the original standard used in the software development? 

The following table is actually three dimensional as the Software Integrity Level should also be considered for the 
change and the following also needs to be considered that in fact there could be three versions of this table when 
considering SIL 0, SIL 1 & 2 and SIL 3 & 4, where the following also needs to be considered: 

 What standard was used for the original software? 

 What quality was the original work done to? 

Software written to? 

Amount of change 

Pre-exists to EN 
standards  

Existing to 
EN50128:2001 [1] 

Existing to 
EN50128:2011 [2] 

Minor Change (<10% 
LOC) 

May have to modify to 
50128:2011 (dependent 
on clause 7.3.4.7) so B or 
C 

If staying with 2001: 

A 

If changing to 2011 
depends on SIL (low SIL 
B, high SIL; A)  

A 

Major Change (10-40% 
LOC) 

Have to modify to 
50128:2011 so C  

If staying with 2001: 

B 

If changing to 2011 
depends on SIL (low SIL 
C, high SIL A  

C 

Significant re-write 
(40%-60%)) 

Have to modify to 
50128:2011 so C  

If staying with 2001: 

C 

If changing to 2011 
depends on SIL (low SIL 
D, high SIL C)  

C 

New (>60%) Have to modify to 
50128:2011 so D 

Should change to 2011 D 
(regardless of SIL) 

C 

Table 1 – Lines of Code and Standards used for the Legacy Software 
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The above table provides a sensible approach to an objective measure of the amount of change.  However, this 
mechanical appraisal of the amount of change to a code artefact, although simple to measure does not take into 
account software complexity, particularly of the parts that are changed, and changes to the intended use of code, 
especially at the detailed level of units of code where context may be implicit.  Impact on change to requirements, 
structure of software, use and application of key variables and data structures all need to be factored in to the 
decision on level of impact. Thus, this is just for guidance! 

3 ISSUE WITH RE-USING CODE 

To some extent the issues can exist regardless of the standard to which the software was originally written 
however if the standard used was EN50128 (2001 or 2011) [1,2] then there is confidence that the process 
adopted  in the design, development, testing, verification and validation are current and accepted.  It is when 
considering legacy software (where legacy – software developed prior to EN50128 (2001 or 2011) [1,2] that 
problems can occur when retrospectively applying modern standards and a truly subjective and honest approach 
is difficult to determine.  Please note this paper is not saying the retrospective application is performed 
deliberately in a dishonest way, it’s just that in the authors experience there is significant use of “rose tinted 
spectacles” when considering how previous software has been designed, developed, tested, verified and 
validated! 

Also, these issues stretch far beyond just the simple writing and validation of code.  These include and there will 
be a separate section on each: 

 Baseline on which to make the changes: 

o How confident is the designer with the baseline? 

 What changes have been made to the original software, and how well are they 

documented? 

 Target hardware baseline  

 Quality of documentation for original software: 

o Requirement specifications; 

o Test specifications; 

o Test reports etc. 

 Has the integrity of any function changed? 

o Higher or lower based on experience (some choose SIL 4 as a “safe” option!) 

 Has the context of use of any part of the code changed, and what is the complexity of the code that is 

changed? 

 Based on the earlier table, how to decide the approach? 

o Based on degree of change; and 

o Standards it was developed to at the time (did SILs exist at the time?) 

 Testing - You can’t test it all! 

 Statement of Compliance to the EN50128 Standard [1,2]; 

o From ground up – This can be OK as you take an objective view of the tools at your disposal 

and see how they fit within the tables. 

o Top down (more difficult retrospectively) far more subjective as you use the tables in the 

standards and try and fit what the company does to them!  

 Suffers from rose tinted glasses as compliance is done without actually having to 

perform the activities and is thus more “theoretical” 

3.1 Baseline on Which to Make the Changes 

When changes are being made to existing software, it is essential to be able to baseline a version of the original 
software.  This baseline (which may not be the latest version) is not just a build version of the software that gives 
the developer the best suite of functions on which to make the change, but it must include all the relevant 
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requirement specifications (safety and functional) and it is key that these specifications are fully traceable, with 
evidence, to a sound foundation, with its rationale. 

 Whilst this is essential to meet the requirements of EN50128 [1, 2],  it is the author’s experience that once 
the original software has been written, verified and validated, subsequent updates to the software do not 
always contain the same level of rigour as the original effort. The following findings are surprisingly quite 
common, that with legacy software there is not a clear definition of the scope of the change and in indeed a 
lack of detail associated with the change itself.  This paper will now consider the issues with modifying 
Legacy Software, however there are some issues that exist with software developed to EN50128:2001 [1] as 
a result of changes to the approach to SIL 0 (with the 2011 version requiring significantly more 
documentation/evidence for SIL 0 when compared to the 2001 version), however this will not be discussed 
in this paper. 

3.2 Requirements Specifications 

These either are not updated in line with subsequent software changes or a formal, documented, review of the 
requirements does not take place when the updates are performed.  The result from this is multi-fold, including; 

3.2.1 A requirement specification that has not been updated to reflect changes made to the software 

This is one of the more common issues that the authors have observed.  The software is modified post 
installation/commissioning, however the requirement and sometimes even design specifications are not 
amended at the same time.  Whilst the software modules and “build” and ultimate software version may well be 
correct, the requirements on which the software is based becomes out of step.  When this is recognised, and 
dependant on time periods (the longer the worse the condition), it can be a major exercise to rebuild the 
requirement specification and unless very well documented reviews have been performed (and this is unlikely if 
the requirement specification has not been updated) then generally you are reliant on engineer’s memories to 
bring the requirements specification into line.  

3.2.2 Requirements that are not fully linked to software functions 

By this we mean that the requirement is not fully met in the software, or if it is fully met, the traceability does not 
exist. Also known as “widows” and “orphans” where there are requirements that do not trace to software 
functions and where there are software functions that exist but do not trace to a requirement. 

3.2.3 New requirements that conflict with existing requirements  

An absence of a formal review on anything but a small project will generally result in a requirement set that 
potentially has conflicting requirements present.  

3.2.4 A lack of understanding of the requirements (or relationships between requirements) 

If there has been a period of time from the original development to the change, or a change of personnel (or 

both) then there is the risk that any subtleties in the requirements (or subtleties in the relationships between 

requirements) may not be visible to the software development team.   

3.3 Software Developed to EN50128 

Even when software is developed to EN50128, particularly the 2001 version [1], there may be issues if the later, 
2011 version [2] is to be applied as there have been some significant changes to the standard when looking at 
the lower Software Integrity Level (SIL). Companies will have to make the decision to either continue with the 
2001 [1] version or to make the change to the 2011 [2] version.  This decision will normally be based on the scale 
of the change and possibly the requirements of the customer.  However the risk of errors being introduced when 
making changes to software that has followed EN50128 (even if it is to 2011 version) will be much less than 
software changes where no version of EN51028 had been used previously.  
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3.4 Hardware Changes 

Software can be changed for one of two reasons, either to change the functionality based on new requirements 
or alternatively to use different hardware (platform or interfaces) or sometimes the software change is performed 
to achieve both.  However when making changes to hardware (and to a certain extent hardware changes are 
covered in EN50129 [5]) software can have a very close interface with the hardware and hence the following 
issues must also be considered: 

 Has the hardware baseline/platform changed?  

Hardware has a very short “half-life”, it will be unusual if some element of the hardware hadn’t changed 

(or become obsolescent) prior to the software change being made. It may also be the case that a 

“faster” version is to be used and the functionality enhanced.  

 Is the functional and failure profile (of the hardware) the same, i.e. will a different operational 

environment use the hardware differently? 

o Are there different failure rates? 

o Will there be different failure modes? 

If the functionality is changed, the risk will be very dependent on the quality of the documentation for the 
original development.  It is not unusual to introduce errors when amending software and hardware 
where the original requirements are not well documented. This has been covered in Requirements (3.2) 
previously and will be discussed further in Quality of Documentation (3.5) later. 

 Are the provided physical resources sufficient for the new use?  (E.g. can it keep up?) 

When adding functionality to a processing system, it must be determined that the calculations required 

can be achieved in the time available to the processing system.  The author is aware of documented 

cases (not in the rail industry) where the processing of a vital function could be delayed whilst the 

processor was dealing with a less critical, but more processor demanding task.    

 Can the software handle the increased hardware? (E.g. much larger memory and disk capacities can 

cause problems for old software). 

 Faster processing can expose timing problems in previously reliable software. 

3.5 Quality of Documentation 

This is not to say that prior to the EN50126 [6], EN50128 [1, 2] & EN50129 [5] standards that companies did not 
have any satisfactory processes in place for software development.  There were many standards in existence, 
not least quality systems, the Railway Industry Association (RIA) standards as well as other European (VDE831 
[7], Mu8004 [8]) and international standards, the problem being that companies will be using different standards 
in different ways and these standards may also change following the original software development. 

Thus software that is developed to standards other than EN50128 (2001 or 2011) will need to have the original 
development processes evaluated against the myriad of tables in the appendices of EN50128.  It is this area that 
what could be termed “creative accounting” occurs and methods used in the past are “shoehorned” into current 
processes with various arguments for why it was done that way.   

Unfortunately as has been discussed in other papers (The Use and Abuse of SILs, Roger Short [9]) there is a 
significant level of misunderstanding of software and SILs. This is where there is a desire to be able to accredit a 
SIL to a particular software function but there is insufficient evidence to support a “used in service” argument and 
at the same time the development predates EN50128 (which is current “Good Practice”) but the methods 
originally used (whilst Best Practice at the time) do not easily align with current processes. Therefore it is often 
difficult to put together a robust and evidential argument that a legacy system meets a specific SIL, the best that 
usually can be argued (without a significant amount of cost and effort) is that the processes used are 
“commensurate” with the current requirements of EN50128. However, this may not be sufficient for the customer. 
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3.6 Has the integrity of any function changed? 

In older legacy systems, there was generally a simplistic view that systems were either vital (safety) or non-vital 
(non-safety). This was moderated to include a “safety related” viewpoint when the system could have a side (not 
direct) effect on safety. Therefore this meant that software developments fell into one of two camps (these days 
either SIL 4 or SIL 0). However as it has been realised by most software developers (and their employers!), that 
achieving SIL 4 is not easy or cheap (in terms of time, money or resources), should effort be put into determining 
the desired SIL to see if it could be reduced? However this only really becomes worthwhile commercially if the 
reduction is to SIL 2 or lower (when allowing for the cost of SIL determination). The opposite argument is whether 
any function increased in SIL since the system has been applied (it is accepted this would be unusual, but by no 
means impossible).  That would be a significant expense to revalidate the software from a lower to a higher SIL 
to best current practice.  So, are sleeping dogs best left to lie? 

3.7 Verification, Validation and Test (Including Test Specifications and Test Results) 

Very closely allied with the issues of requirement specifications are of course the associated test specifications. 
Another common misconception is that software can be fully tested. It is of course possible to do a lot of testing, 
but with modern systems (and by modern we mean non memory limited software!) it is impossible to test all the 
possible combinations (bear in mind we all grew up with the 8 bit processors, “hand-draulic” static analysis and 
software small enough that it could all be tested!) Thus any validation has to be a combination of analysis and 
testing.  This means that where legacy software is involved, that analysis may not have been done previously as 
it was relatively simple and could be tested. Thus the whole test regime has to be reviewed and possibly 
rewritten to suit the new/amended software.   

Even where there are extensive test suites for a piece of software, the tests are often not maintained as the 
software is updated over the years. For each update a number of tests will be selected as relevant for that 
version and updated, but this can lead to large swathes of the test set becoming increasingly unusable. 

It is a worrying trend that has been observed over the years that more errors are being detected at the site 
testing and commissioning stage, where in a robust and rigorous software development process these errors 
should be found well before the testing phase.   

Application of modern static analysis techniques (e.g. SPARK, Polyspace) to legacy code can identify large 
numbers of “anomalies”. Impact analysis to decide if these anomalies are real faults that require correction is 
highly dependent on the knowledge of developers. There is a tendency for organisations to instinctively downplay 
such anomalies, particularly if the software has been operating for a number of years, although a change in 
operational usage can easily cause one of these anomalies to be triggered and thus they should be investigated 
thoroughly. 

Thus when modifying legacy code and making those changes to EN50128 [1,2], the following grading of 
confidence with test evidence of correct software is suggested: 

 In service experience – warm feeling, since it will be unlikely that the context is exactly the same 

and the input set experienced during operation is possibly very narrow. 

 Previous testing of legacy code – little confidence, although the input set in test should be wider 

than through operation. 

 Rewrite of test specifications following EN50128 [1,2] guidance – most confidence, since the test 

input set will be best matched to the new, intended application. 

3.8 Statement of Compliance to the EN50128 Standard 

In the author’s experience, this is where the most issues can lie.  As has been mentioned earlier, a top down 
approach to compliance, that is on a new project where the EN50128 [2] standard is being applied from the 
outset will generally lead to a more objective Statement of Compliance. Where the software predates the 
EN50128 [1,2]  standards this statement of compliance becomes far more subjective and thus in reality less 
robust.  This is because in the author’s experience a retrospective application of EN50128 [2] always tends to be 
a “rose tinted” view where those preparing the statement invariably were not the ones that performed the original 
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development and a number of the techniques required as “Highly Recommended” by EN50128 [2] may not have 
been that mature at the time. Also the selection of techniques from the multitude of tables in the appendices of 
EN50128 [2] is entirely post development (i.e. retrospective) then some “generous” statements of compliance are 
sometimes made. 

As an auditor (or assessor) robust evidence is required to support statements of compliance.  If the software is 
only concerned with functions of low SIL (for example 0 -2) then a degree of latitude can normally be allowed, 
also assuming that there are good records to support in service experience (in particular no significant failures). 
Where SIL 3 or 4 functions are involved, then a much more rigorous assessment will be made and it is generally 
where the most significant issues arise on modified legacy software that is then claiming a high SIL.  

For this latter case, it will be very difficult with legacy software to normally provide enough evidence to support a 
robust claim of SIL 4 to today’s techniques (not because the software development was lax at the time, but 
because over the years good practice has developed and changed and become more stringent as the standards 
have developed.)   

As an aside, even with modern systems following EN50128 [2], the author would also suggest that in the 1980’s 
(when he first looked at the validation software) when memory was expensive and programming had to be more 
efficient, the code written was generally small in size and could actually be subject to a thorough analysis (albeit 
not to modern SIL standards). These days with almost unlimited memory size, more powerful processing and a 
magnitude increase of customer requirements, programming has become less focussed (that is - bloated!) and 
for these reasons it has become much more difficult to verify and validate software comprehensively (even 
following EN50128 [2]).   It should also be noted that due to the low population of software based railway 
systems (relative to roads/aerospace), even with a significant period of in service use, this will not be sufficient to 
support any claim of SIL 4, the best that can be claimed is a “warm feeling” that the system is “probably OK”!  

So, if it is imperative to use the existing software and the customer requires a robust claim of SIL 4 to support its 
use the only option may be to almost repeat the whole development process to produce the documentation 
required to support the claim of SIL 4 following the latest EN50128 [2] standard. This is not only a very expensive 
option, but also very heavy on resources and at the end of the day, it is using legacy software modules as the 
starting point.  Thus the project should determine the best option between revisiting the legacy software and 
developing the supporting paperwork to support a SIL 4 claim, or start from the Requirement Specifications and 
take a fresh look at the software (and application) and start from scratch.  

4 SOME GOOD NEWS? 

If the integrity of the reused code can’t be fully proved without expensive re-engineering or testing work then a 
“half-way house” of defining methods for limiting the effects of any latent errors could be considered. For 
example: 

- partitioning (functional or physical isolation of the reused software) 

- interfaces restricting the use of the reused software features 

- diversity (implementation with diverse re-used software) 

- safety and credibility checks 

- external safety checks and interlocks (to limit consequences of failure) 

- software watchdogs 

However, these options will need to be very carefully reviewed in conjunction with the degree of change and the 
SIL of the functions being changed. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

There is a saying in the safety community that “if you fail to plan, you plan to fail”, this is also very true when 
looking at the reuse of legacy software and attempting to claim a high SIL for the related functions.  It is the 
author’s experience that “if you plan to use legacy software and claim SIL 4” you’re either rich or deluded!  This is 
for the following reasons: 
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 The requirement specifications (functional/safety) are unlikely to be current, correct or complete. 

 Legacy software is very unlikely to have been developed using the techniques that appear in the 

appendices of EN50128 [1,2]. 

 If they have followed the techniques in EN50128 [1,2], it is unlikely that there is an acceptable 

combination that can be demonstrated with robust evidence. 

 Previous testing will not have produced sufficient coverage and testing following any changes will 

probably be incomplete.  

 Applying new V&V techniques to legacy software can identify large number of anomalies. Impact 

analysis to decide if these are serious can be difficult as it relies on expert knowledge of the software. 

 Even where the amount of change is relatively minor, re-use of complex software, that has been subject 

to a series of changes since its original development is prone to problems, due to lack of deep 

knowledge of the design intent, and the unforeseen impacts changes to functions, new functions and 

use profile can lead to. 
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